
Sentrol glassbreak sensors
Because your family
deserves the best
protection possible.

An extra measure of security

Protecting the people you love,

and the home you’ve made

together, is important. That’s why

you invested in a quality home

security system. But, even the best

security system can be enhanced

with glassbreak sensors.

Glassbreak sensors sound the

alarm the instant the burglar

breaks the glass in a window or

door. So it’s possible to detect —

and deter — an intruder before he

enters your home.

The right choice for your home

Sentrol offers two premier lines of

residential glassbreak products, the

ShatterPro™ and ShatterPoint™

sensors.

An ideal “front line” of protec-

tion, the ShatterPro™ sensors

provide outstanding perimeter

detection and are the perfect

solution for “quiet” rooms in your

home, such as bedrooms, living

rooms and family rooms.

continued…

HELP DETECT THREATS TO YOUR HOME

In 39 percent of residential break ins, burglars
enter a home by breaking glass, according to
Department of Justice studies. In addition, 24
percent of the time* at least one family member
is at home during the burglary.

Adding glassbreak sensors to your system is a
good way to deter this threat and keep your
family safe — by keeping the intruder outside
your home!



Advanced technology for
    superior performance

For more demanding applications —
like noisy kitchens and sliding patio
doors — we’ve designed the
ShatterPoint 5600 series. The
ShatterPoint combines an acoustic
and shock sensor to deliver unparal-
leled performance, dependability
and detection.

Adding that extra measure of
security for your home and family

is easy with glassbreak sensors from
Sentrol.

Sensors that listen
The sound of breaking glass creates a
unique acoustic pattern or signature.
(See figure on right.) Acoustic glassbreak
sensors “listen” for that pattern, and if
they hear it, signal an alarm.

*Bureau of Justice Statistics, U.S. Department of Justice, issued 12/92.
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ShatterPro™ and Pattern Recognition Technology™
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The problem is many sounds, like a
barking dog or a clanging pan, create
sharp acoustic patterns that are similar to
a glassbreak signature. That can “con-
fuse” many less-advanced sensors and
result in false alarms.

We’ve designed the ShatterPro family
of sensors to work better. Our patented
Pattern Recognition Technology™
(PRT), is a sophisticated, reliable
acoustic detection method that enables
the ShatterPro sensors to “listen” at
numerous points across the full
glassbreak pattern. That means better
detection and fewer false alarms for  you.

Sensors that feel

Your installer may recommend a second
type of glassbreak sensor, known as a
shock sensor, for windows with heavy
drapes or high-noise areas such as
garages. Shock sensors are placed directly
on the glass or window frame and are
triggered by the vibration created when
glass breaks. Shock sensors also provide a
visible deterrent to intruders helping
further prevent break-in attempts.

The best of both
Sentrol’s ShatterPoint 5600 glassbreak
detector uses both an acoustic and shock
sensor to deliver unparalleled perfor-
mance in the most challenging
glassbreak applications, such as kitchens
and sliding glass doors.

The ShatterPoint must “hear” the
glassbreak signature and “feel” an impact

Sentrol’s ShatterPro mounts flush to the wall in a
one-inch hole for an attractive installation.

Glassbreak

sensors help

prevent intruders

from entering

your home by

sounding the

alarm at the

moment they

detect glass

breaking.
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A Technology That Discriminates

to the protected glass before it signals an
alarm condition. So it’s ideal for loud,
high-traffic rooms. And double detection
means better performance and fewer
false alarms.

The ShatterPoint must feel an impact and hear
the sound of breaking glass before signaling an
alarm. That means better detection and fewer
false alarms for you.


